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T
he best approaches to technology enabled learning recognise that learning, 

like all development,  involves complex, social beings engaged in complex 

intellectual, social and psychological processes that happen in a fluid 

space,” says Dr Najma Agherdien, Instructional Designer at The Independent 

Institute of Education.

“It is also true that what and how people learn influences what they are able to 

do with what they learn,” she says.

Agherdien says that online learning at higher education institutions should be 

deliberately structured to promote the skills needed in the world of work, and 

that it is not enough to simply upload some PDFs and courses in an effort to 

claim tech credentials for the institution.

“It is vital that graduates in the workplace know how to, and are able to access 

knowledge they do not already possess.  This means they need to know how to 

find sources and then to evaluate the relevance of those sources for the 

situation that needs resolving, rather than having all the answers memorised,” 

she says.

IIE Senior Instructional Designer Hermien Geldenhuys says the workplace-ready 

approach means that technologically-focused learning should be structured not 

to transmit content only, but to let students grapple with the content in its real 

world application. For instance, don’t just teach them how to use PowerPoint or 

Excel, but let them use these programmes to resolve actual scenarios.

“Students are then given resources to explore and to formulate answers to these 

questions. Students are also given opportunities for further reading and 

exploration, guided by activities in which they are able to collaborate with peers 

and collectively find solutions to the problems being tackled. 

“Finally, the process should include opportunities to reflect on what was learnt, 

to ensure students draw connections between what they had to consider and 

what was learned.  Formal assessment in the traditional academic sense should 

conclude all exercises.”  

Geldenhuys says the workplace of today demands problem-solvers and 

critical thinkers who are able to deal with ever-shifting challenges and that the 

workplace-geared learning model is not only effective in terms of the learning 

itself, but also in rendering workplace skills second nature, so that the mechanics 

of resolving a task does not take 

focus away from the actual task that 

needs resolving.

This approach also empowers students 

in terms of gaining a solid skills base 

from which they are better able to focus 

on technical content. In the workplace, 

there is no time to fiddle with trying to 

understand the platforms on which you 

need to solve problems. The solving of 

the problems and execution of tasks 

should be the only focus, not the tools 

with which you make this happen.”

According to Geldenhuys, tracked and 

graded activities should be used 

throughout to ensure that students and 

lecturers build evidence of the learning 

and development and are able to 

intervene where learning does not 

appear to have been effective.  

Furthermore, such tracking helps to 

build a portfolio which can be used 

during the job search.

“This approach provides opportunities 

to collaboratively solve problems, 

participate in discussions and to reflect 

on a student’s learning. There is no 

more space for institutions of higher 

learning to simply ‘tech up’ their existing 

content, or create an online repository 

of PDFs. “Technologically enabled 

learning should ensure that graduates 

are truly work ready. Not just from what 

they have learnt about their field of 

study, but because they are able to 

apply what they know in the real 

working world.”  
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In order to find a solution – we need to identify 
the problem

So what exactly are the problems in our education system? Are there 
too many to mention or are they just “system” problems? Is it possible 
that we think there are so many problems simply because there are so 
many individuals voicing personal issues? And what is this system we 
whinge about anyway – is it not just the collective of individuals with 
concerns?

Sure, there is a political system, an education system comprising of 
policies and legislation all subject to budgetary allocation. Within this 
definition of “system” we have one of the best in the world. We have 
globally competitive curricula, 21st century facilities, a very generous 
education budget and enviable democratic principles.

Aah yes, and we also have individuals. People who can lead or mislead, 
those who can build or destroy, and those persons who can either 
make a “system” work – or believe that the system will never work. So 
then, what are the problems in our education system?

The people. This is a people problem, the individuals who make up the 
“system”. This is a societal and an individual problem. It includes 
corrupt government officials, parents who don’t care, children who 
don’t hope, teachers who don’t teach and principals who mismanage.

The problem includes title-hungry SGB members who in the name of 
“governance” obstruct the daily management of a school; it also 
includes dictatorial principals who in the name of line management 
disregard the values of good governance. 

We can add to this list the policy-creators with dubious agendas, the 
complacent administrators, a media that is morally void and  
dispassionately neutral and most of the educational product and 
service companies that are guided only by profit-driven business 
doctrines. 

So then, what is the solution?
The people. People solutions for people problems. Society can repair 
society and individuals can fix individuals. These are indeed human 
problems that require human solutions. Be they moral, spiritual, 
psychological, emotional or motivational ills – they need to be mended 
from within those very same elements. 

So don’t blame the system, blame yourself. Blame everyone around 
you. Things are not working because me and you are not making it 
work. Remember that the next time you wish to languish in the 
scapegoat of intangible entities such as, the government, the system 
or the policies.

This is about you!
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“

Technology enabled learning
must prepare students for the  
workplace    
Technology enabled learning is a major buzz term at the moment,  
with everyone from public to private schools and higher education  
institutions trying to get in on the action. But for this new frontier  
of learning to produce the desired results, there must be a clear  
strategy about what needs to be accomplished – and how,  
experts say. It is not enough to merely drop some technology  
into the classroom and take it from there.
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t e c h n o l o g y  f e a t u r e

events

Visitors and exhibitors please note
As thousands are expected to attend this event, the information regarding the Ecomobility Festival will 
affect your travel plans to the Digital Education Show on 6 & 7 October. 

D
uring the month of October Sandton City will host an Ecomobility Festival 

in the Sandton area from 1 to 31 October 2015. This initiative is 

intended to introduce and encourage a culture of using public transport 

around Sandton, and reducing traffic congestion. Sandton businesses, including 

the Sandton Convention Centre, have raised concerns with the City in several 

forums. However, the City is going ahead with the project.

Key points from the Mayor’s media statement
As a start to resolve the Sandton traffic dilemma, for the entire month of •	
October, several streets in the Sandton CBD precinct will be closed-off to 

private vehicles in a bid to decongest the area.

We want to decongest Sandton – and the rest of Johannesburg – to transform •	
our streets in a way that will result in people being able to walk and cycle 

safely on them.

Residents, workers and visitors will still be able to have full access to •	
Sandton, but the emphasis will be on using public transport, buses, minibus 

taxis and the Gautrain to move in and out of the CBD.

We acknowledge that the EcoMobility Festival will result in certain disruptions •	
to people’s regular schedules, especially in the first few days. It might cause 

some discomfort, but we are working hard to ensure this does not lead to 

dysfunctionality.

What the Ecomobility Festival entails
Closure/partial closure of the following streets: Maude/Alice Lane/West Street •	
– some disruption also in Friedman/Gwen Lane/Katherine/Rivonia streets

Introduction of pedestrian and cycle lanes, and bus stations •	
Introduction of a Rea Vaya and Metro bus service link around Sandton •	
precinct, including park and rides

The Ecomobility Festival street activities – freedom rides, ride sharing, open •	
streets – some of these activities have been restricted to weekends, 

following consultation with Sandton businesses

Please also see the following link for more details on the road closures •	
http://www.ecomobilityfestival.org/transport-management-plan/ 

What this means for those attending the Digital Education 
Show Africa

The City is fully supportive that there will be minimal disruption to SCC clients •	
and events.

It will be business as usual at the •	
Sandton Convention Centre. 

Exhibitors can still make use of the •	
parking at Sandton Convention 

Centre; however, this is still on a 

first come first serve basis as  

per usual. 

Sandton Convention Centre will be •	
issuing exhibitor access cards as a 

means of creating smooth access. 

However, you will also be able to 

access Alice lane and Maude Street 

from 5th street. West Street will be 

closed.  

All delivery trucks will be allowed •	
through to the loading bays – there 

will be SCC logistics team in  

Alice lane and Maude Street  

to assist. 

The public/delegates/guests to  •	
SCC events will park in Sandton  

City and Nelson Mandela Square 

and walk across to SCC – these 

parking bays will not be closed – 

however, drive-in access via certain 

routes eg. Maude Street – may be 

restricted. 

A shuttle service will run between •	
the Sandton City parking and SCC 

(and other buildings) during 

October.

If you have any questions please 

contact

Switch: +27 11 516 4000

Fax: +27 11 463 6000

Web: www.terrapinn.com  
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First school to enter first electric 
car race in South Africa
Hoërskool Schoonspruit in Klerksdorp was officially the first school to have entered the GreenpowerZA 
electric car race in South Africa. The school hosted a business breakfast for local business owners to 
support them in completing a successful GreenpowerZA project. “We are part of the innovation 
generation”, said Dries de Beer, Principal of the school. 

T
he supportive business owner’s impressions were that 

the GreenpowerZA project has great potential to inspire 

more learners to envision themselves as future 

engineers. 

GreenpowerZA is a non-profit organisation that enables school 

learners to design, build and race a single-seater electric car 

against other schools in their regions on local racetracks. 

GreenpowerZA uses the excitement of motorsport to inspire 

learners from primary and high school level to excel in Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). This is an 

educational programme that is providing young people with a 

unique, hands-on experience to engage in engineering, whilst 

integrating industry, community and education.

The Greenpower race has been successful in the United 

Kingdom for the past 16 years, with 500 schools and 8 000 

students participating annually. Now, it will be hosted on 

African soil for the first time. GreenpowerZA anticipates the 

participation of 80 schools in the first four provinces (Gauteng, 

Western Cape, Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal) in 2015. The 

winning team will race internationally in the United Kingdom in 

October this year.

GreenpowerZA encourages all schools from South Africa to 

sign up for the introductory race taking place on 24 September 

2015 at the Gerotek Raceway in Gauteng.  

Marinda Jordaan, CEO of GreenpowerZA, together with 
Schoonspruit’s Greenpower team and the prototype  

Formula 24 race car

Is your school ready?

Email Riaan Van der Bergh at tech@fedsas.org.za for 
more information or  if you are a non member school

Skoolnaam Dag Datum Tyd
Gauteng

Pretoria
Zwartkop 
Hoërskool Dinsdag 04-Aug 15:00-19:00

Vaaldriehoek Transvalia Donderdag 06-Aug 15:00-19:00
Johannesburg LS Fairland Donderdag 27-Aug 15:00-19:00
Mpumalanga

Ermelo Ligbron Akademie Woensdag 12-Aug 15:00-19:00
Vrystaat

Bloemfontein
Hoërskool 
Sentraal Dinsdag 18-Aug 15:00-19:00

Limpopo

Polokwane

PEMPS 
(Pietersburg 
English Medium 
Primary School) Dinsdag 25-Aug 14:00- 18:00

Noord-Wes

Rustenburg
Protea Park 
laerskool Donderdag 03-Sep 15:00-19:00

Wes-Kaap

Bellvil le LS Parow-Noord Dinsdag 08-Sep 15:00-19:00

George
Hoërskool 
Outeniqua Donderdag 10-Sep 15:00-19:00

KZN
Newcastle Hu on Park Dinsdag 15-Sep 15:00-19:00
Noord Kaap
Kimberley HTS Kimberley Dinsdag 22-Sep 14:00- 18:00
Oos-Kaap

Port Elizabeth Linkside High Dinsdag 29-Sep 15:00-19:00

Oos-Londen
Hudson Park 
Primary Donderdag 01-Oct 15:00-19:00

http://www.fedsas.org.za
mailto: tech@fedsas.org.za
http://www.greenpowerza.co.za
http://www.facebook.com/greenpowerza
http://www.twitter.com/@greenpowerza
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T
he Footnote Summit saw speakers and panellists dealing with the physical 

and metaphysical challenges of the transformation of the book in this new 

environment where everything from the way the book looks, its distribution 

and sales model, to its consumption are digital. 

Publishers and technology providers are 

oftentimes at loggerheads as to where 

the book is going; at Footnote Summit 

the discussion tended toward finding the 

happy balance of collaboration in their 

entwined role in the future of the book.

Defining the future of the ‘book’
Mark Seabrook, Digital Director of Penguin Random House SA, brought to 

attention how the ‘book’ itself is difficult to define in its new climate. While many 

existing descriptions of ‘book’ remain outdated, focusing on its physical 

characteristics using terms like ‘print’, ‘pages’, ‘bound’, and ‘glued’, there are 

more accurate definitions that focus on its purpose such as ‘houses a story, or 

a collection of stories’. 

The future of the book was a hot topic for the panellists with Simon Bestbier, 

CEO of Realmdigital, noting that one of its functions would be to solve real world 

problems, such as literacy and education through interactivity. International 

speaker David Waweru, CEO of Wordalive Publishers in Kenya, spoke on the 

Kenyan experience and noted that digital reading on mobile has exploded in 

Kenya and is the possible new frontier for literacy in Africa.

The future of the book does not seem to be defined by its trappings but rather 

by its function in society, and its potential is only limited by its creator.

The role of innovation
Discussions circled around the role of innovation in disrupting the book and 

where this innovation needed to come from; should the innovation be led by the 

creators of the content or the technology providers who enhance, distribute and 

sell the content? 

It seemed that most were in accord that the responsibility of innovation lay with 

both parties, in that experts in publishing should team up with experts 

in technology.

Tarryn-Anne Anderson of Snapplify also brought to attention that perhaps 

publishers were not thinking ‘out-of-the-box’ enough, and that the real innovation 

lay in new distribution methods. Many publishers felt that the industry needed 

smarter distribution and sales models, hinting at subscription models, short 

lease agreements, and distribution hardware. 

E-Learning, pricing, and digital 
publishing perfection
While the theme of this Footnote Summit 

was not centered around education or 

eLearning, the topic came up often with 

reference to integrating analytics into 

digital reading for improving learners’ 

performance. Malcolm Seegers, Digital 

Publisher of Macmillan Education, 

commented that the future of the book 

is in analytics. Textbook creators could 

use this information and feedback to see 

how different parts of a book are being 

used by learners to improve their content.

Finally, pricing models for digital content 

seemed a generic issue of publishers, 

with as Mark Seabrook explained: 

authors screaming for higher royalties 

and readers screaming for cheaper 

prices. Although this is a big hurdle to 

acceptance of digital content the South 

African publishing industry seems to 

accept that there will be a degree of 

‘messiness’ as the local digital 

publishing market matures.

UK’s Henry Volans, director of Faber 

Press, highlighted this ‘messiness’ 

associated with digital publishing with 

his presentation on the quest for perfect 

digital publishing. He pointed out that 

the industry uses this imperfection as 

an excuse for retreating to the familiar, 

when it should just not expect too much 

too soon from digital platforms. The 

conference was well attended and 

featured thought-leaders as speakers 

and panelists from Macmillan Education, 

Siyavula Education, Van Schaik 

Bookstore, Faber Press, Oxford 

University Press, Pearson, Penguin 

Random House SA, Via Afrika, Books 

LIVE, Snapplify, Publishers’ Association 

of South Africa (PASA), among others. 

The roles of tech in the new 
world of publishing
Publishing industry leaders, legends and organisations came together at Emperor’s Palace on 30 July for 
Africa’s leading Digital Publishing event to tackle some of the industry’s toughest new challenges.

t e c h n o l o g y  f e a t u r e

publ ish ing

http://www.klein-kariba.co.za
mailto:kkinligting@atkv.org.za
http://www.facebook.com/ATKVOORDE
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Every woman can – I am every woman
August is women’s month and what better way to honour the contribution that women have made to 
South African society than by focusing on education and skills development. The inaugural “I’m Every 
Woman” workshop and seminar did exactly that.

T
he event was organised by Nonhlanhla 

Sebola (left in photo) and Natalie 

Skeepers (right in photo) – both 

business women and entrepreneurs – at the 

Rhythm2Sessions Dance & Production Studio 

in Boksburg, Johannesburg on 15 August. 

MC for the event, Natalie, made it clear from the outset that “this is no high tea 

society event” but a networking of real woman – with real issues.  

“The aim is to impart knowledge and years of experience to women between the 

ages of 19 and 35, who have little or no resources. We want to share our 

experiences and resources to encourage young entrepreneurs to start their own 

businesses and to give them the ‘know how’ tools.”

In true collaborative style the event started out with a networking session – 

women do make for better team players – and the 60+ audience members were 

encouraged to get to know each other and “break the ice.” 

Co-organiser Nonhlanhla Sebola of Ratile 

Research explained that “women need  

to share their experiences, challenges 

and successes – network and get 

connected.”

The first speaker, Susan Mothshwene 

(Personal Concierge & Branding Specialist) entertained the guests with a very 

“hands on” demonstration of how to not only dress for success, but also to 

dress for who you are. 

“Don’t let your clothes wear you, don’t let 

your hair define who you are – dress to bring 

out the real you,” Susan advised.

Women, and in fact most men, can certainly 

take heed of the advice that dressing for 

success is not about brands and fashion, it is 

about comfort and fit. And what is appropriate for the context.

Next up was key note speaker Margaret-Anne Diedricks – Director General in the 

Department of Water & Sanitation – who emphasised that “today women have 

choices, there are very serious jobs out there 

and they are no longer the domain of men.”

“Things have changed in our country 

dramatically, and I don’t want young women 

to discount that,” said Diedricks. “We don’t 

want young women to have the mind-set that 

Once back in the hall the heat 

was turned up another notch. 

Venue sponsors Cheslyn and 

Hayley Henry (both professional 

dancers & trainers) of 

Rhythm2Sessions Dance & 

Production Studio put on a stylish 

performance.

With music blaring and hips pulsating this 

wonderful couple showed why they are true 

champions. 

The final speaker was Dr. Agatha Wilhase (GP 

and health expert) who could not resist 

showing off a few moves of her own. Her 

message to the young women focused on “a 

healthy mind.”

“My advice to teachers is to be aware of the 

young girls 

in your classroom. Take note of physical and 

mental health issues and intervene where 

you can. Often the parents are oblivious of 

problems their daughters may be experiencing 

so a good starting point is an open discussion 

with the moms.”

As the event drew to a close, 

some of the students from 

Rhythm2Sessions Studio put on 

a dazzling performance.

The event could not have happened without 

the sponsors and Nirvana Skeepers (Sunward 

Park High School Financial Manager) was on 

hand to thank them and hand out some 

prizes. 

When asked, why the title “I’m every woman?”, Nonhlanhla Sebola said, “The 

challenges women face today are still real, being mothers, running a business, 

being caretakers of society issues . . . makes us everywoman . . . we all the 

same , with the same challenges.”

In closing, Natalie reminded the women present “that they too can achieve  

their dreams, step by step and that Rome wasn’t built in a day . . . but all  

night too . . . that means: Business is not easy, you have to work at it day  

and night.”

To get involved with future events contact: Natalie.skeepers@gmail.com  

‘this job is not for me’ – in particular 

women of colour need to become 

activists in their roles.”

Diedricks pointed out that it will not be 

long before we see a woman President 

for South Africa, young women must 

believe it and pursue it.

But the event was not only about 

inspiring words, it was time to “get 

down and dirty” as every workshop 

requires a practical component. As 

Natalie said, “by the time we leave from 

here every woman must be able to 

change a car wheel.”

Sponsored by Toyota, the guests were 

asked to go to the parking space where 

a Toyota sedan was in need of a wheel 

change. In true womanly spirit it was all 

about team work again.

Wheel jacks and spanners could not 

daunt the group 

and after a bit of 

skirt-hiking the task 

was achieved.

Everybody offered 

to lend a hand 

(while the few men 

present just stood 

around) and let’s 

hope that these 

ladies are in the car 

the next time their 

husbands have a 

flat tyre. 

e d u c a t i o n  m a t t e r s

events
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e d u c a t i o n  m a t t e r sin format ive

I
mproved governance in schools has the potential to significantly boost the 

quality of the education offered at a particular public school, expand its 

growth and enhance its financial stability,” says Paul Colditz, CEO of the 

Federation of Governing Bodies of South African Schools (FEDSAS). Colditz 

further adds “One of the biggest governance pitfalls that lead to instances of 

maladministration in schools is that often members of the SGB believe that the 

requirements of good governance do not apply to them because they are acting 

on a voluntary basis or not remunerated. The IoDSA is assisting FEDSAS in 

drafting a school governance guide. “We believe the guide will make a huge 

impact in understanding the basic principles and best practices of good 

governance in the school context,” says Colditz. “The idea is to make a 

publication available in easily understandable and accessible language and format 

and that would inspire all SGB members to become the best possible leaders.”

By SGBs implementing governance principles, improved leadership and decision-

making will become apparent. SGBs will have improved tools to monitor and 

manage risk and improve the confidence of all stakeholders involved with the 

school – such as learners, teachers, parents, the national and provincial 

departments of education and local communities in the school environment.

The implementation of SGB governance in a public school will constantly adapt 

and evolve as the performance of the SGB and the school improves. The SGB 

therefore needs to consider which 

measures are most appropriate for the 

specific school.

The application of the desired outcomes 

and any recommendations found in the 

guide should be viewed in the context of 

the school’s nature, size and maturity. 

“The idea is for each SGB to apply its 

collective mind to the governance 

principles as to determine which would 

be in the best interests of the school,” 

says Vandayar.  

The importance of effective 
leadership in schools
The recent news of alleged corruption at Glenvista High School highlights the role school governing bodies 
(SGBs) play in guiding ethical conduct in schools. “Governance principles can be used to guide the 
appropriate behaviour to ensure decisions are made in the best interests of the school and its 
stakeholders,” says Vikeshni Vandayar, Legal and Governance Specialist at the Institute of Directors in 
Southern Africa (IoDSA).

SGB members need to provide  
good governance

P
resented with a fusion of genuine and practical career advice from industry 

experts, employers and graduates, the publication is aimed at helping 

students make the most informed decision for their careers. The 

publication which also features bursaries, internships and jobs, is the only 

magazine targeted at the tertiary student market, in transitioning them from their 

years of study into the work environment. 

According to Ronen Aires, CEO of Student Village, GradX was launched on the 

premise that students need to get sound advice on how to approach their 

careers when they are about to graduate. “Students are generally unaware of the 

opportunities available in the various industries. GradX offers fundamental 

insights into the working world, giving 

students the head start they need. 

Graduate recruiters are also operating in 

a highly competitive market to attract 

the right talent and GradX offers them a 

direct connection to graduating 

students,” said Aires.

GradX can be downloaded for free at 

www.studentvillage.co.za.  

Employment information for 
university students
Student Village has launched its 12th annual edition of GradX Magazine to final year students and post-
graduates in South Africa. The publication introduces the who’s who of graduate recruitment and development 
programmes to students. It was distributed for free on 40 campuses nationwide during August 2015.

“

http://www.studentvillage.co.za
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From classroom to catwalk
Young designers recycle fashion 

Green became the new black when a group of talented young designers from 20 schools around the 
Mitchells Plain area showcased their environmentally inspired designs on Saturday, 29 August at the 
Liberty Promenade Shopping Centre in Mitchell’s Plain, Cape Town.

I
t wasn’t your run-of-the mill fashion show, however: in addition to displaying 

a flair for fashion, these future fashionistas were tasked with proving they’re 

also able to creatively reinvent waste materials. So rather than turning to 

silks, voiles and other exotic fabrics associated with the craft, these young 

designers constructed innovative gowns from far less glamorous materials, such 

as plastic bags, cardboard boxes, cans, bottle tops, milk and egg cartons,  

and more. 

Explaining the concept, Michelle Britton, Centre Manager at Liberty Promenade 

said, “The best teacher is still experience and that’s the impetus for the event. 

Through participating in the show, learners gain first-hand awareness of 

environmental issues and the need for recycling waste. As part of their briefing, 

we invited the youngsters to ‘shop’ for their materials at the Centre’s waste 

management service ‘Don’t Waste’. In this way they start appreciating the need 

to recycle, but in a fun, interactive way”.

Management at Liberty Promenade invited more than 60 schools in Mitchell’s 

Plain to participate, and the first 20 schools to register were selected. Each 

school then formed a design team of 

five learners who work together to select 

the recycled materials and design  

their outfits. 

On show-day, two members from each 

school acted as representatives 

on-stage. Looking like true professionals, 

one learner showcased the creation, 

while the other took to the stage to 

explain the creative concept, as well as 

how their team went about meeting the 

environmental challenge. They also 

explained how their design encompasses 

the theme and why they are proud to be 

South African.
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Each year the design teams are given a particular 

theme with which to work. This year the show 

celebrated Heritage Day and designs had to 

include a ‘proudly South African’ theme. Outfits 

reflected elements the teams believe identify, or 

are typical of, South African culture, heritage and 

tradition. These could range from the colour of 

the South African flag or the design to the style 

and cut of a ‘Madiba’ shirt, traditional dress, and 

more. 

A panel of three judges evaluated each design at 

the show, recording their recommendations on a 

scorecard. The judges evaluated each garment 

for its design elements, construction and visual 

impact, as well as overall presentation by the 

school and how well they interpreted the theme. 

Photographs taken at the event will now be 

displayed for the public to make their voices heard by casting a vote for their 

favourite design. An independent auditor will verify the results and the top 

scoring primary and high school will be announced on Tuesday, 22 September.

The two winning schools will receive a prize of R25 000 each, to be used towards 

improvements and refurbishments at their school. 

participating schools

SCHOOL MODEL NAME TEAM SpEAKEr

prIMArY SCHOOLS

Alpine primary1. Tamia February Amy Mapoya

Beacon School for L.S.E.N. 2. 
(learners with special 
education needs)

Nalia Britz (model & speaker)

Caravelle primary3. Khetokuhle Madolo Axolile Jentile

Cornflower primary4. Melanie September (model & speaker)

Hugeunot primary5. Chante Meyer (model & speaker)

Hyacinth primary6. Shoray Lewis Naeemah Nell

Imperial primary7. Lameez Patel Kasey Peterson

portland primary8. Gracia Kandela Ophola Ndam

West End primary9. Tiffany Arendse Jadyen Haretzenberg

Westville primary10. Thina Sowata Amanda Ngqono

Yellowwood primary11. Jadine Hess Zoe Titus

HIGH SCHOOLS

Cedar High School of the Arts12. Callyssa Nayman Thiesha van Niekerk

Lentegeur High13. Kauthar Farat Riyaaz Thomas

Lentegeur School of L.S.E.N. 14. 
(learners with special 
education needs)

Chante Janseen Jade Bruintjies

Mitchell’s plain School of 15. 
Skills

Shaneez Ross (model & speaker)

Oval North High16. Mickyala Cloete Rayeem van der Schyff

Westridge High17. Priscilla Muller Mymoena Achmat

Woodlands High18. Maria Mqoto Damian McKay

Voting will open to the public from 2 September and  closes on 17 September 

2015 at 12h00 (midday). Visit the Liberty promenade website on  

www.promenade.co.za and click on competitions.  

e d u c a t i o n  m a t t e r s

envi ronment

Images courtesy: Lee-Ann Bell, 
supplied by Liberty Promenade

A delighted crowd at Liberty promenade, enthralled in the Generation  
Green recycled Fashion Show

recycled, hand-crafted shoes worn by 
Melanie September of Cornflower 

primary

Callyssa Nayman of Cedar High  
School of the Arts

The participants of this year’s Liberty promenade Generation Green  
recycled Fashion Show

Thina Sowata and Amanda 
Ngqono of Westville primary

Thina Sowata of Westville primary

Detail of recycled, hand-crafted outfit 
modelled by Maria Mqoto of 

Woodlands High

Maria Mqoto of Woodlands High

http://www.promenade.co.za
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Recycling fashion UNISA admission changes affecting 
Grade 12 Mathematical Literacy
UNISA have opened their application period for students wanting to register in 2016. This application 
period is from 17 August to 30 September 2015 and is the ONLY application period for 2016 
registrations for all qualifications.

l e a r n e r s  &  t e a c h e r sadmiss ions

T
herefore, if you do not apply to UNISA in this current application period you 

will have to wait another year before you can apply and then register for a 

qualification in 2017.

UNISA have implemented a new application process and there have been 

changes to the general admission requirements for qualifications.  In particular, 

for the qualifications in the College of Accounting Sciences and the College of 

Economic and Management Sciences.

Mathematical Literacy is no longer accepted as one of the Grade 12 subjects for 

admission to the B Compt and B Com degrees in these Colleges. Only 

Mathematics is recognised. However, students with an NSC degree endorsement 

and who have Mathematical Literacy may first complete a Higher Certificate in 

Economic and Management Sciences and then apply for admission to the degree 

in the following year.

The Higher Certificate in Economic and Management Sciences does not have a 

Mathematics or Mathematical Literacy admission requirement.

The link given below will also assist you in deciding for which qualification you 

will meet admission requirements

http://www.unisa.ac.za/Default.asp?Cmd=ViewContent&ContentID=28432

If you don’t meet the minimum 
admission requirements...
If you don’t meet the minimum admission 

requirements for your qualification of 

choice, you might want to consider 

starting with a relevant lower-level 

qualification (eg. a higher certificate or 

diploma) and then continuing with the 

degree on completion of your lower-level 

qualification. 

Work through the admission requirements 

for each level of qualification (eg. 

degree, diploma and higher certificate) 

to determine whether you will be able to 

apply for a lower-level qualification 

related to your interests. 

Remember to keep in mind your career 

vision and goals, and how any 

qualification will contribute to these.  

e d u c a t i o n  m a t t e r s

envi ronment

Bachelor degrees (360 Credit curriculum that can be completed in 3 years)

Minimum requirements Language requirement Mathematics requirement Additional requirements

A National Senior Certificate (NSC) with degree 
endorsement

50% in the language of 
teaching and learning

60% in Mathematics  

A National Senior Certificate (NSC) with degree 
endorsement,as well as a Higher Certificate in Accounting 
Sciences or in Economic and Management Sciences or 
their equivalent

   

A Diploma in Accounting Sciences or its equivalent    

A Senior Certificate with matriculation exemption or qualify 
for the exemption from the Matriculation Board with at 
least an equivalent of

a D symbol on HG or a  
C symbol on SG in the 
language of teaching and 
learning

a C symbol on HG or a  
B symbol on SG in 
Mathematics

 

A Senior Certificate with matriculation exemption or qualify 
for the exemption from the Matriculation Board as well as a 
Higher Certificate in Accounting Sciences or in Economic 
and Management Sciences or their equivalent

   

A Diploma in Accounting Sciences or its equivalent    

Prospective applicants who do not comply with the above requirements for admission to the three year bachelor degree curriculum should 
consider enrolling for the extended bachelor degree curriculum or consider applying for a lower-level qualification for which they meet the 
statutory and additional requirements.

http://www.unisa.ac.za/Default.asp?Cmd=ViewContent&ContentID=28432
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Preparing our youth for employment 
By Mary Webber – job coach at Sparrow Schools 

Job Coaching is one of the most rewarding areas to work in as one gets to mentor and journey with our 
learners as they enter the workplace. This is really important as one is responsible for inspiring and 
motivating our learners by encouraging them to work hard, follow their dreams and achieve their goals.

T
he Job Coach is also responsible for identifying suitable companies that 

will accommodate and mentor the learners for this section of their training. 

Once the learner is placed in the workplace, we monitor them by way of 

visits to the companies and courtesy calls to the mentors. This enables us to 

form relationships with both the learner and the company and to deal with any 

problems that may arise, all of this working towards our end goal of employment 

for our learners at the end of their programme.

Once our learners have completed the theoretical component of their skills 

programme or learnership, they need to complete the workplace experience 

component. This is where our learners’ gain hands on experience in their chosen 

skill. Before the learners enter the workplace, they attend a session on Workplace 

Induction. During this session we discuss what is expected of the learner once 

they enter the workplace. We go through a Workplace Code of Conduct unpacking 

topics including: Attendance and time keeping, Dressing for work, Work 

relationships, Using of Company Amenities, Communication and Safety to 

mention a few. We also highlight 

areas where previous learners have 

fallen short and discuss how they 

can avoid making the same 

mistakes.

Our learners really benefit from the 

mentoring and advice that the job 

coach provides. For many of our 

learners this is the first time that 

they are entering the workplace 

and it can be a bit daunting. We 

also find that many of our learners 

have no role models at home and 

often benefit from the fact that 

they have someone looking out for 

them and keeping tabs on them. 

We encourage our learners to take 

responsibility for their own lives and 

actions. 

We find that the mentoring really helps 

our learners with their attitude towards 

the workplace, with their goals and 

visions of future employment and most 

importantly – being able to make an 

active contribution to the societies that 

they live in.

I have a passion for working with people, 

for helping, motivating and inspiring 

them. As John F Kennedy once wrote: 

One person can make a difference and 

everyone should try! These are words 

that I try to live by. One of the greatest 

compliments that I have received from 

one of my learners was: “Miss Mary, 

because of you – I didn’t give up”.  

c a r e e r s  &  t r a i n i n g

job coaching

FREEDOM STATIONERY AND MARLIN UNDERSTAND THAT WHEN IT COMES TO 
EDUCATION, THERE CAN BE NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY.

THAT’S WHY MARLIN PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED TO BE RELIABLE AND DEPENDABLE, ENSURING THAT 
LEARNERS GET THE BEST POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE WHEN IT COMES TO THEIR GROWTH AT SCHOOL.

http://www.freedomstationary.co.za
http://www.facebook.com/marlinstationery
http://www.twitter.com/MarlinRSA
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